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the x-men first encountered the x-force on
an island of oceania that was raided by the
brotherhood of mutants. the x-men were
forced to retreat while the x-force stayed
behind to neutralize the threat. since then,
x-force has been formed and fought with
the x-men often. they later helped in the x-
men's battle against the u-men and
magneto. on u.s. soil, x-force is a division
of s.h.i.e.l.d. they were then dispatched to
help the avengers in their mission to take
down the villainess known as emma frost.
it was then that x-force was officially
formed. x-force later helped the x-men
fight against sabretooth and the
marauders. x-force is made up of people
who had been given powers by sabretooth.
they were then given jobs as a team within
s.h.i.e.l.d. they were then assigned to help
the x-men and the avengers. during a
mission that involved the avengers and x-
men, the x-force members were captured
and experimented on by the villainess
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known as emma frost. x-force was initially
a covert special operations unit under
s.h.i.e.l.d. their job was to fight any and all
threats to the united states. later, when the
team was disbanded, it was re-formed as a
combination of individuals that had been
given powers by sabretooth. sabretooth
was then approached by norman osborn
who offered to make him the leader of his
own private mercenary force. x-force
confronted the deacon as he planned to kill
every mutant on earth. however, x-force
convinced the deacon not to kill them and
they were rescued by shi'ar imperial guard
agents. x-force and the guard battled the
deacon's forces and led to him gaining
control of a giant starship but they
managed to destroy the ship before it
could reach orbit. the x-men and x-force
decided to team up for a greater cause and
ended their battle by their separate ways,
with cyclops and the x-men going to the
moon to fight the avians and x-force going
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to stop the deacon. x-force managed to
stop the deacon's attack and were joined
by the x-men to stop him. after a brutal
battle, x-force managed to kill him, but
they were attacked by the shi'ar imperial
guard who beat them.
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To address the growing number of
cyberattacks and inadequate IT security

practices, X-Force uses 4 major capabilities
to detect and thwart threats: Threat

Hunting Threat Intelligence Response
Testing Training As new threats emerge,
teams like IBM X-Force must develop new
skills and insights to combat the shifting
threat landscape. These changes pose

threats to U.S. Information Technology (IT)
networks and systems. As attackers

become more sophisticated, so does the
need for proactive, persistent and

comprehensive protection. The process
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required to identify and neutralize threats
during pen testing and investigation, and

to remove viruses and other malware from
a network, is an arduous one, and one with
many pitfalls. X-Force’s team of hackers,

forensic analysts and engineers work
tirelessly to solve attacks. Our army of

software and network experts ensure that
your network’s security and online

presence is never compromised. We test,
research and use specialized techniques
and tools to protect your network from

malware, viruses, and other cyber threats.
Our researchers and engineers use these

technologies to find complex cyber-attacks,
remove malware and thwart new ones from
ever occurring on your network. Thankfully,
because our team is so diverse, our team
members are able to identify these types

of attacks and quickly solve them. Our
team is fully capable of recreating such
attacks as well as completely eliminate
them, and we provide you access to the
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latest technology. X-Force’s team of
hackers, forensic analysts and network

engineers will unravel the complexities of
any type of hacking campaign and

minimize the risk you may incur. X-Force
will find, research, and remove cyber

threats to your network, and provide you
the tools and technology necessary to

protect your network. 5ec8ef588b
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